Conference Sponsorship &
Exhibit Opportunities

Sharing new and exciting research discoveries

Encouraging diversity and supporting trainees

Fostering collaborations and innovation

Empowering discovery to improve health

the-aps.org/conferences

APS Annual Meeting
APS holds an annual meeting at Experimental Biology, in conjunction with other members of the
Federation of the American Societies for Experimental Biology. The meeting attracts over 13,000
scientists and exhibitors, with physiologists contributing about one-third of the total abstracts
submitted. APS sponsors and organizes over 100 lectures and symposia, involving over 400 speakers.

Sponsorship Levels and Benefits
Partner ($25,000)
•
•
•
•
•

Includes benefits at Sponsor level
Corporate logo on all advertisements (electronic and print) for APS annual meeting at EB
Corporate logo in APS EB program book, includes front cover and exclusive back cover
recognition
Corporate logo on a top level ad position in EB Highlights Special Edition e-newsletter and main
APS EB signage, where possible
Oral recognition at APS opening and closing lectures

Sponsor ($10,000)
•
•

•

Includes benefits at Supporter level
Corporate logo in sponsor recognition section of APS EB program book, EB Highlights Special
Edition e-newsletter, and in November, January, and March issues of APS’ newsletter, The
Physiologist
List of registrants (APS only) with postal mail contact information

Supporter ($5,000)
•
•
•

Includes benefits at Friend level plus
Listed in EB Highlights Special Edition e-newsletter, and in November, January, and March issues
of APS’ newsletter, The Physiologist
Listed on slide loops in APS session room(s)

Friend ($2,500)
•
•

Listed in sponsor recognition section of APS EB program book
Corporate logo on conference/session web page with link to company homepage

Exhibits

Visit experimentalbiology.org for more information on EB exhibit opportunities

APS Specialty Conferences
Each year, APS also holds multiple specialty conferences, which are leading venues for sharing exciting, new
research discoveries and developing collaborations. These specialty conferences provide attendees with intimate
access to other scientists within and across fields in physiology and biomedical science, fostering discussions and
collaborations that greatly advance scientific discovery. Attendance at APS specialty conferences typically ranges
from 100-400 individuals.

Sponsorship Levels and Benefits
Partner ($25,000)
•
•

Includes all benefits at the Sponsor level plus
Recognition as primary sponsor, includes corporate logo on front of program book and all
meeting signage, recognition on all meeting promotional pieces, one free exhibit booth/table,
and one complimentary registration

Sponsor ($10,000)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Includes benefits at Supporter level plus
Display of two pieces on literature table
Two material inserts in attendee bags
Corporate logo in sponsor recognition section of meeting program book
Corporate logo on meeting notepad, lanyard, and bags (if provided)
One-time use of registration list

Supporter ($5,000)
•
•

Includes benefits at Friend level plus
Corporate logo on meeting notepad

Friend ($2,500)
•
•
•

Includes benefits at Contributor level plus
Display of one piece on literature table
One material insert in attendee bags

Contributor (<$2,500)
•
•
•

Listing in sponsor recognition section of meeting program book
Corporate logo on slide loop presentation between meeting sessions
Corporate logo on meeting web page with link to company homepage

Exhibits
Exhibit Table ($1,500, if available)
•

One six foot skirted table with seating

Interested in sponsoring or exhibiting at an APS conference?
Fill out an online sponsorship/exhibit form.

About APS
The American Physiological Society (APS) is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization that has been devoted to
fostering physiological research since 1887. Since its founding by five notable scientists, the Society’s
membership has grown to ~11,000, with the majority of members holding doctoral degrees in physiology or
medicine (or another health profession).
The Society’s mission is to advance scientific discovery, understand life, and improve health. In pursuit of this
mission, APS convenes conferences and workshops, publishes 15 scientific journals, pursues sensible policies
for research funding and regulation, and provides educational programs to encourage and support the
careers of young scientists, particularly those underrepresented in science.

Contact Us
For any questions about conference sponsorship or exhibits, please contact the APS Development Office.
American Physiological Society
Development Office
9650 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, MD 20814
giving@the-aps.org
the-aps.org/giving

the-aps.org/conferences

